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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
Peaceful Media Joins Therapy in Transition as Social Media/Internet Presence Experts 

 
Therapy in Transition (TITO), which recently put together an Expert Panel to expand its 
services, has brought on board a three-person team from Peaceful Media as the organization’s 
Social Media/Internet Presence Coaching Experts. 

Wilsonville, OR – {April 12, 2010} Therapy in Transition is pleased to announce the staff of 
Peaceful Media has joined its Expert Panel team as the organization's Social Media/Internet 
Presence Coaching experts. Peaceful Media’s team is comprised of Lawrence Duncan, Lacy 
Kirkland and Jason Alan Miller. 

Each team member takes a different role to help clients shape the world into a more beautiful 
place to live via artistry that helps facilitate their message to a global audience seeking to evolve. 

Peaceful Media is a boutique web and brand development firm that handles client’s needs in the 
wide world of the Web. Together they have over a decade of experience in everything from 
simple brochure sites to Wordpress blogs to Drupal content management systems to eCommerce 
portals to custom web apps that do anything and everything you want to do online. 

Miller started Peaceful Media in 2008 and quickly found his plate full with phenomenal clients 
who were all doing big, positive things in the world. Spiritual teachers and counselors, 
relationship guides, life coaches and high-consciousness consultants loved the way Jason's 
design work matched their inspired, loving messages, and he soon hired Kirkland, a Life Coach 
and communications expert, to help develop deeper relationships with clients. Duncan, a 
technology expert and photographer, rounds out the team. 

Karen Kleinwort, Founder of Therapy in Transition said, “Peaceful Media did an outstanding 
creation and design for our own site; their work is truly reflective of our intentions. When we 
decided to expand the panel to include web presence they were the obvious choice. Jason, Lacy 
and Lawrence continue to play an instrumental role in the launch of so many dreams including 
my own.” 

About Therapy in Transition 
Therapy in Transition LLC (TITO) facilitates self-activating women and men around the world to 
embrace their inner wisdom, navigating their way to success! TITO is a unique organization dedicated to 
meeting their clients exactly where they are; their mission is to coach individuals in rediscovering their 
purpose in an open and safe environment for transformation. For more information please contact Karen 
Kleinwort at (877) 255-0761. 
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